
 

SCRIBE REPORT  

RUN 1888 
Saturday 17th December 2022 

Lucky Lek, Fungus, Joxy Moron, 

Substandard 

Chalong Dam Reservoir –  

Gated House with View 
 

Phuket Hashers 89,  Virgins 5,  Visitors 12 
  

The Pre-Run 

This run was advertised as the end of year run even though there are still two more runs before the end of 

the year. Also a threat of icing if you didn’t wear red – another run to Christmas also. A big turn out of red 

apart from the usual miserable gits.  The Laager site was in a good location with a nice view. However 

access not so good with missing roads and a steep walk up from the plebs parking area.  Also cleanliness of 

the site was not up to GM’s demanding standards. However it was very functional and did what was 

required. Also no sign of mozzies. 

 

The Run and Hares 

GM called the Hash to order and invited the Hares Lucky Lek, Fungus, Joxy Moron & Substandard 

to come in and explain the details of the run. Honking Diskhead was awarded the role of Hash Horn. 

Basically the run was going out in one direction on multi-colour and the walkers in another direction on blue 

paper. There was also some indication that we would all come together at some point on the run. Fungus 

explained at length that as the run runners leave the Laager site they should keep to the ledge above the 

road otherwise they would miss the paper where the run turns right to go up the hill.  Well that was a load of 

bollocks – half the runners went along the narrow ledge (with a large drop to the road below) and the 

remainder went on the road either because they are deaf or just don’t follow instructions. Anyway we all end 

coming together again on the road and had to go some distance before we made the right turn up the hill.  

The moral of the story is don’t always do what you are told to do – it is not necessarily in your best interests 

– equally don’t listen to Fungus for the same reason. 

The ascent that followed was pretty tough and included a mix of concrete and unmade ground.  We 

eventually reached a high point and then it was back down again followed by another up and down where at 

some point we had to go through a house and jump off a ledge at the back of the house.  At this point we 

had basically lost contact with the main pack but did come across Shagarazzi with wife and babe in arms 

struggling to get down a gully. I couldn’t work out whether they were on the walk or the run. We wished them 

well and finally made it to a road where I could see walkers to our right going down the hill to what I 

assumed would be back to the Laager site.  We could see however that our route was across the road along 

a path to the left.  Again no sight of the runners but we could hear lots of calls of On On ahead so thought 

we can’t be too far behind  - eventually we caught up with the On-Oner’s who turned out to be little elves 

dressed in red and they were going in the same direction as we were.  So a little bit of confusion there – we 

carried on pass them and a few others all the while on mult-colour paper and eventually got to a split where 

there was multi colour to the left and blue going to the right.  Confusion reigns.  We carried on the 

multicolour making another big ascent up running water, rocks etc and got onto another path where the trail 

of paper finally came to an end – we tracked back and found another trail going up another hill which we 

followed on and up and up till finally getting to a track and heading along that all the while still heading in a 

direction away from the Laager site.  Eventually we got onto the concrete road that led us down to the north 



end of the reservoir and a jog back to the Laager site at the southern end.  By the time I got back everybody 

was well stuck into the food and GM had delayed the start of the circle due many people getting back rather 

later than what was indicated by the hares – more about that later.   

 

The Circle 

GM welcomed in the Hares Lucky Lek, Fungus, Joxy Moron & Substandard and thanked  them and 

Honking Diskhead for putting the effort in for this week’s run/ walk and horning.   GM added that the quality 

of the run would be decided later!! 

 

Lucky Lek has returned to the Hash fold and came in to call for Annoumen 

Lucky Lek gave a thank you to the Thai gentlemen who helped arrange the Laager Site. 

Fungus also gave a mention to the failed snake killer who ended up needing medical treatment 

Tequila Slapper announced the next day’s bike hash and gave some details how to get there etc. 

Ice Arse  announced Kamal Koma hash on 27th December – yet to be posted on the Web Site.   

Wilma anounced the sad news that 2 FOR1 (Horst) who completed 578 runs had passed on.  A down-

down was given in his honour. RIP 2 FOR 1.  His cremation is at Wat Thai in Chalong on 25th December. 

 

Invisible Man was called in to list the Virgins of which there were 5 - Beer, Elena, Maya, Nathan and Stu 

and all were duly inundated 

  

Returners – A dozen declared but only about six came in for a drink.. 

 

Hash T-shirt to Not Long Enough for 222 Runs. T-shirt support provided by 500 Baht and Seaman 

Stains. Apologies to the third helper – if you read this let me know and you will get an honourable mention. 

 

BA came in for the Steward.spot. He mentioned this was a time to help friends and informed everybody that 

his friend Mannekin Pis was offering 1,000 Bht/hour for work at his restaurant. Quick quiz on guess the title 

of Christmas carols – prizes (beers) were awarded. As it is a time of decorations also time to have Gary 

Glitter jokes – not being repeated here. Details of the Husband and Wife shops in Bangkok – men easily 

satisfied – women never are. Filipino’s opening new car washing service – Flip Flop and Paper spotted 

peeing  against BA’s car. Masarap acted as stand-in  although not involved and also  not a Filipino. 

Good festive spot by BA. 

 

Run Offences etc 

Many run offences led by the GM,  Dr. Fucking Jekyll, Keyhole, 500Baht, Wilma, Jaws, Fungus, Not 

Long Enough, Piss Drinker, Tequila Slapper, Sweaty Bollox, Piss Drinker and Lucky Lek.  Offenders 

were Shart, Wilma, Seaman Stains, 500Baht, Fungus, Hawaiian Ho, Lucky Lek, BA, Invisible Man, JC, 

MP, Thumb in the Bum, Up the Back, Ultimate Fucking Cunt and The Hares. Offences ranged from too 

much elevation, simultaneous shitting and farting, walkers ending up n the run trail, unreliable taxi service, 

non-identification of bald Englishman, unexpected road bump, not needed lipo suction , inaccurate data 

management, being an everywhere man, hot water mismanagement, asking directions, false beer claims, 

trend setting picnic blankets, not wearing red – etc. etc. etc … 

 

Hashit  -Mannekin Pis  led proceedings for the Hashit.  UFC was invited as stand–in for Tootsie the 

current Hashit Holder. 

MP wanted to know why Fungus called this the Christmas Run when it’s a week early and there will be a 

run on 24th December.  

MP also noted how disappointed the GM was with the Laager site especially the so called camp fire in the 

middle of the circle that hadn’t even been lit. 



MP did acknowledge that for the first 40-45 minutes it was quite a good run, well marked etc. but when the 

split point came after about 50 minutes with walkers going right and runners left to assail a massive 

elevation change (308 metres recorded by some) then MP knew it was becoming a typical Fungus run – 

pile it on and ignore any promises made to the GM  i.e. flat run about 45 minutes long. 

All the hares were awarded Good Run except for Fungus. He narrowly missed inheriting the Hashit which 

still remains with Tootsie. 

 

GM declared the circle closed. 

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

Secondary Sous Scribe 

 www.phuket-hhh.com 

 

Apologies Corner 

For spelling Tumble Dryer as Tumble Drier 

 

If you spot any other errors do let me know!! 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/

